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Digital﻿technology﻿is﻿reshaping﻿businesses﻿across﻿much﻿of﻿the﻿world,﻿but﻿as﻿companies﻿introduce﻿digital﻿
technologies﻿ into﻿ their﻿ business﻿ activities,﻿ they﻿ are﻿ facing﻿ new﻿ sets﻿ of﻿ responsibilities.﻿ While﻿ many﻿
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Predictive﻿maintenance﻿(PdM)﻿is﻿a﻿key﻿application﻿of﻿data﻿analytics﻿in﻿semiconductor﻿manufacturing.﻿
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For﻿decades,﻿the﻿German﻿automotive﻿industry﻿has﻿benefitted﻿from﻿a﻿process﻿of﻿IT-enabled﻿transformation﻿
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